PLACES    IN   THE   SUN
it answers. His information that the arch-span of Sydney
Bridge will be the longest in the world is inaccurate. But
once again his descriptive powers come to the rescue, arid
his impression of the Blue Mountains must bring back to
many a deep vision of their hazy grandeur: * No vigour in
movement or design; Nature is in no hurry here. They
stretch themselves in easy undulations, laying bare their
wooded vales, and the deeper shadows of the clouds im-
press. The waterfalls caress the rocks as they glide down
in silence. . . . Seen through the drooping foliage the
mountains are a rich soft blue against the sky at sunset;
the rocks are picked out gold by the rays of tie sun, and
the air is blue. The grace of mountain scenery without its
rugged vigour of outline and, mercifully, without snow—
splendid, listless, colourful *.
Where Eden fails is in efforts to drag in Imperial Pre-
ference by the heels. Thus he begins an interesting account
of a cannery set up at Leith which at the time of his visit
was shipping 125,000 dozen tins of canned fruit to Great
Britain. He rounds it off with: * A voluntary preference for
Dominion fruits can assure the future of this industry in
which so many ex-Servicemen are engaged. Will you ask
for Empire fruits? * This appeal is somewhat trite even in
a newspaper article, but to incorporate it in a book sug-
gests a certain insensitiveness towards the subtle art of
literary propaganda. Also he makes on occasions rather
blatant use of the blind eye. * There is some political
criticism in Australia to-day of the large estates, but it may
be doubted whether it is in the national interest to de-
centralize to any great extent. This, however, is for
Australians.' On the other hand a whole chapter is devoted
to sugar and Socialism, and Queensland's embarrassingly
successful experiment in Labour governme'nt is subjected to
more searching scrutiny.
' Probably no portion of the British Empire', l^e says,
' has made so many legislative experiments. Upon their

